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A,r Ault-child interact especially thos involving the mother, have
,.%

littracted snitch Sittent r . entl,y. antaig-dendOpwrytal-psyebTa ts. 'Lel/Ur' '',...0 )
, 4190) has emphasized the role of the question-answerinterch that occur is .

---Crs suP.1 conversations suggesting that theYeilfr espi on'iareiWieir fa-broadening
" N..r A_ the, child's linguistic abilities, .but also facilitating cognitive development.I4_ Based on the -'assumption that adults.: Sy,,,atematical.1,y, adapt the linguistic and cog..

niti've difficulty of their qUestionit .4ko the competence leVel of the child, this'C:3 ,.. ,,paper describes the child's AbelOpiTig abilities to perform Veil in question- .

LLJ , `answer interactions and provillWaidchema 'for characterigng the adult's adapta-
tion and for elluating its' effects on the linguistic performance of'the,child.

.
...-. .

4

AquisitiOn"ofQuedtions'apd Answers'
t '

Thiedevament Of t*e ility to produce acceptable questions andanswers
seems to be dependent upon o-closely related areas of deVeloPment within the
child: intellectual gro and increasing syntactic or grammatical abilities:
Clearli, his ability to prpduce questions which are syntactically and meahingfully
appropriate will be influenced.to a great extent by the'questions addressed to him
by adults.

,

(1-.

.

Development. of Questions

Children gradually develop the, intellectual capacity to understandAhe fume-, 0 _

tions of questions, Initially, production of-various wh-questions seems to, be
strictly the.result of rote memorization (Brown, 1968). Levi, (1963) has sug-
gested three subsequent stages in question-asking behavior. First, children begin
to askquestions.in a,,game situation. It appears-they are not actually-interested
in the ahawer, but rather in the pleasure of the verbal interchange witlisdmeone.'

NY Next, children seem t&ask questions to test the correctness of what they believe
vl. (a rudimentary form Of hypothesis testing). Third, children produce question

regularly with the intent of securing information(about their environment. Thesen -various stages occur as the child moves from a completely egocentri'''view of the v

world to one in whieh he is aware of perspectives other than his o . Further x "
S!". development is requi d for a child to understand the variety orfUnctions served ic,

by questiona for ad ts. For etample, it is a coMmon occurrence,fok a childto
be baffled when an a ult asktra question (whose answer he purely bust know) simply

b to test the child's knowledge.
J '

,..,"

With respect:to production of petitions, Roger Br° (1968) has offered a
Simplified version the syntactic rules a child pust ster. He hyPothe zes
that the interrogative, words who, what, when, Itv and h wjvh-wotds), e

exam-
ple, in the sentenceohn will read what?", the wh-word is a substitute for a
considered as repladlents for.varipuk-constituenti in (Cienten e* For exam-

,

1.-

what?", howeVer, is II t the normal adult form of a questi n,,being used only
category of noun phries_which would Provide suitable rep iP454' Doha will read

occasionally in standard English.' In order to achieve th noraMiquestion Brown
states that two tranef'rmations mot Occur. The first tra sformAtion (labeled
preposidg rule) involvts shifting the,wh...word to the begin ing of the sentence. .

A sentence produced inthis manner is oply'a hypothetical termediate idvidult

;
o . '

;4,.

rv,i5eTiFesented to the Midwestern Modern Language Associa 1.44Chicago,
1 November, 1975. 2
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apdeetv It hall' the resulting of "What John wi.1.1 read?". '.The'pecond step-in--
wolves interchangilig or transpo ing the subject and the auxiliary verb in order to"
obtain the normal interrogspive fors; "What will John read?". According to Brown,'
all'wh-questions, exCept the simple ish2/what-sUbject 'question, can be generated
with these,tVo transformationaliulea. Trihould be noted that the do auxiliary
must be introduced when no other auxiliary exists. .

N ..

t

iflehis analystroArfam,spontaneoui speech.-of three pung -children,BroWn-
Found that certain slages in-the-child's---ddvelopment. Of h-questions-correaPond to
inteithediatellypptlietrings in his transforJ,hationa an s.

evidence was .Observed for the 'omission- of-thepreposing- tranatormation-,--the-chil---
dien for a t)ine4fid produce questiona,withoutthe insertion. of ao or withou4 the

, transposinctransfprmation..Sindlar results have, been reported by Ravem (1970).
for the wh-questions of two children learning English as a second language.

) K

In addition to wh-queatidos, elate 'produce two other question types:
e

yle
no questions tag questions. I has been shown (Bellugi, 1965; id
llugi,.1966) that simple yrino questions are usually the first type to be prof

:nS ce there is no whaword, the.child is only required to introduce the ".42:1 aux-
Uced coriectly, preeumably ecause they involve the fewest transformations..

iliary, if necessary, and to( transpose the verb. On theother hand,' appropriate
English tag questions ore the moot difficult for the Child to prodbee because ,he.
must attend. to several additional linguistic factors. Foi example,. to generate
the tag question, "John drives the car, doesn't.he?", the child must substitute a

_.)
pronoun for' the subject noun, truncate the main ferb, and apply -a. negative trane=
ffiormation as well as perform the usual operations for a question. In studying
French-English bilingual children, Swain (1971) observed the following the devel-
opmental pattern in:the pioductiolof es no questions. Appropriate 9:!Xonation
was first mastered (e.g., "You ar going?'T Second "special: purpose"' mor-

phemea or immature tags were produced (e.g., "You a going, huh ?" or "You. did

it, right?"). Finally, the child was able to rea ge fie- constituents in a ,

sentence to produce a:well-developed Les/no question. 0 e'might expect that the .

production of the full-fdrm tag question would occur in an even later stage.
N

- i 4

In dealinuatrictly with the syntactic dimension of questionAnd answer
acquisition, rown (1968) suggests four types of adult - child, interactions which;
give\A-chill instruction in the syntactic formation of a wh-question. The devel-
.opment of the wh-word what will be explored through these four training sessions.
The first input segue:2de occurs when the adult.finds the entire utterance of the
child unintelligible. An adult says "What?" in such a way as, to cue the child to
repeat the phrase again. This step in itself does not instruct the child in the
acquiiition of wh-formations but is responsible for the child's realization that
a .wh-word places a dethan4, upon him for some type A response. The second train-

. Jog situation, called ecHoipg,or "say constituent again',occurs if only part of
the child's utterance is unintelligible. The adultrrespondS by 'repeating the
portion understood and replacing the unintelligible constituent_ with the proper
wh-form....jFer example:

Child :V I went m. Mother:. (You want what?

In,his longitudinal study Brownefou'nd this complex.
conversation of mother and child, and it is not
it alsO.occurs frequently within the classroom.'
this occaa onal form of'the question was most e

ild: Milk.

curring frequently in thi.
easonable to hypothesizeAthat

ermore, Brown found that
ective'in eliciting, appropriate

reaponse&froin children. In essence,, the occaeiional question form teaches thej"
child the principle of constituent replacement, orwhat Ervin-Tripp calls the
syntactic features of the question word. The third type.otinput session,

3 *A
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,Ca lad 'constituent pkimpt, teaches the ChildAthe,transformation of preposing. ln
this interchange the adult asks. the'chtld a questionin thenormal form. Receiv-
ing no &aver the adult re-formulates ,the interrogative sentence using the occ4-

.

sional question form. Far example: .

-
.

''t ' ';.Adult: What do you want? Child: (no akteydr). Adult: You want whau?
.

' -
, (

a. . .

,The final-Ambling-session described by Brown it;aches the c that the wh-word
ogten implies epecification of the reference of ah indefini pronoun or demon
strative word-which-was-use
concept of constituent replacement. For example:

Child: ./ want it. Adult: /Olt want what?. Child:I'went milk.

Several other investigators suggest adult-child interactiodpatterns,wh
may prove valuable for the child acquiring. interrogative.ahility. In part
Ervin4;ipp.(1970) posits a sequence which shows'the child the direct ,re = ion-

, hip between.a question form and an expected answer.(e.g., "Where is th= ball?
Here is the ball."). One cap hypothesize that this step would occur v ry early
in the child's development since no answers, expected nor_any feedb= k involved.
Essentially; this pairing of question and answer teaches the child, as does
Brown's first-input session,(that particular questioniworda and a ertain intone=
tion are (Intended to elicit a verbal response.

An additional t of adult question which would faci litate'ianguage acqui=
eition was found in me of our tran riptions of therapist-chip sessions. This
type of training sit tion, q natituent insertion serves as a request for
elabortytion. It see to teach the the demands of appropriately
in the blank" (e.g., "We see horses, doggy, and . . .?," or "After yOU went to the
store, you went .?") > .

-Development of Answers

. The ability to appropriately answer questions develops at the*same t as i

inte;rogative sentences, but in a slightly different manner.. Ervin-Tripp (1 0)
conducted a study, ilivolving twenty-fourchiIdien ages 2i to 4 years.' Each .child . s

was ileen/periodically during eight'montha and required to answer standardized
=questions 4bout 0 picture book. Her hierarchy of response development involved .

three stages. First, the child merely responds with an associative answer to
stressed words in the sentence. At this Stage the child does not intellectually
understand the function of questions. 'The second stage occurs when the child
underitands the replacement demands of a question,. but has not fully mastered
the specific features of particular wh-words. For example, a where question may
elicit an object respdnse rather than a locatiVe response. 'Finally, the ,child is '

r cognitively able to integrate his,syntacticand semantic rules to produce a cor-
rect reply. Ervin-Tripp'a researqh,revealed that children first responded cor-
rectly to Jno questions f llowed'in order by whet, where, what-dcwwhose, who
yhy., where!- m' how, and en. Aro, Piaget (1955T and Cromer 19T8) suggest
that question with wh nd when a e particularly difficult because of the.cogni-
tive complexity of e concepts, occausality and time.

.

.

% 111 a
at

.

As Indic ed by Bret-We findings, .ityntactfcally.simplified questioks may be
easier for ild>td answer, at least under some circumstances., For example, in
the se9qt nice outere'going were?" the operations of preposing and transposing
are isinet, 0 The l input is thus leds complicated and closer to the
theoreticerba e structure of the underlying declarative sentence. Furthermore,

-- the pled-event 4f the interrogative word at the end of the sentence focuses atten-
.

.
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.tionAirectly upon it. Research concerning thli hypothesis would have, important
implications for training language-delayed children.

his diacuagion of question - answer inteiactionst%Leich (1971)'streased
the cognitive requirements of various types.of questions, the form of which -

( places. particular response constt4nts upon the'child. For example, to answer a
who question appropriately a chibil must, generateman animate noun as a conatituent

eN( replacement whereas an explanatio4i is required by a !II question. The.notion of.
response constraint tan account foi the fact that tag questions, despite-their
is etle-eomplexityace-quite-easy-to-anwezzi----Not-enlyis-the-eho-,

ble answers restricted-it° yeaor no but al o the.tag actually suggests the expected
answer: Furthermore, Leach suggested; the ituation in which the question is asked
imposes constraint upon the child. It is easier for(; child to answer a question
With the referential source prevent rather than absen . In addition, questions' .

accompanied by an action which is a cue to the reply are easier4to answer. For,

example, pointing to the4boy in a picture while inquiring, "What is the boy
'doing?", should help a young childto'respond correctly. .

.

The notion pf constraint was also crucial in a study by Williams and Naremore
(1969) of the reaponse styles of lower and middle class children. After they
noticed that the gtype of interviewer's questions affected the subjects' reeponel,
they categorized response-type as a function of the type of conatraintaimposed`by -

the question. According'to their analysis, the lower status child had more of .a.
tendenc) to answer questiond minimally, whereas the higher,status child tended to -
go beyond the demands of the situation octasionally and-elaborate an idea at,

-length..

Leach studied the role of adult adaptation apetifically with respect tothe
facilitation of quqation-answer kacquisition. He suggested that the crucial factor

'
in the development of this ability is not so Muda' a apecific'input sequence, but

the ability of the adult toLadapt_the cognitive and syntactic difficulty of his
questions to the performance level ot the child. Leach hypothesized that the
normal proceaa of language acquisiti* can a described as a progression from a
limited set of reaponses to a broad and varied-set. If parent's. and adults are

responSive to the child's limitatieps and advancements, then a positive ialation-
ship will exist between the child's increasing response capabilities and the
chamriag'demanda.placed ppon him by 'adults. This type of positive relationShip
'is important in facilitating the child's development; it must be sensitive enough
to activate the child and at the 'same time to avoid frustrating him.

Support for Leach'a hypothesis was -found in'his data which were gathered
from the interactions of seven mothers with their children. The findings indicate
a shift in the types of verbaldenands placed upon an older child by an adult

in direct relation to the child's improved language capability. Adult questions
:addressed to younger children were of linitechtye and shOwechfgh concentration

in a few areas. Although the mothers sometimes demanded explanation or elaboration
in speaking with the younger children, the majority of the interrogative sentences
required only yea/no answers and nominal or verbal constituent replacements. As
the child grew older; the frequency of questions demanding elaboration and explanation
increased. To aummarize, as the.intellectual\ability of the child advances, he
is able to answer a more varied pattern of questions, and the adult naturally
addreasea.a greater variety of questions to him. Through the adult'a adjustmenAt

to a child's changing abilities, Leach feels that the child learns appropriate
question-answer behaviors.

The Analysis of Question- Answer Interactions

At this point, we would like to present, briefly, our proposed method. for

t 1 '
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dystematicallyinvostligaiing the uestion-answer' interaction between adults and'

children. The approach combines the artacticirole of verbal interactions which
Brown stresses with the thore cognitive role of adult -child lmteraction gtieased

by Leach. Through the betegorization of various behaviors. of adults and, children
in,the queition-answer interchange it should be possible to clarify the nature and

. effects of speech accommodation. The proposed-system could enable an objective,
measure of the manner inwhich adult and.child speech change as.a function of each Y
other.

In order to typify the adult's speech in they- question- answer interchange, it' .

is necessary to acknowledgethe adult's simultaneousadjustment to both tht syn-
tactib and cognitive performance of the child. SuCh systematic Speech accommodi-'
tion serves as a training session in which the child is exposed not only to the
diMandi 6f,progresSively more difficult intellectual concepts but is also given
exposure to the various surfaCe structures which are. related to themeaning of the
concept as it becomes more refined in the child's mind. A concrete example is the

.

\ 3.

Original open-ended queStion: . Why is the boy smiling in this picturOTI.

, Simplification of response 2. (a) What is the boy holding?

constraint. . (b) Is the boy holing the ball
book?

(c) He is holding a ball, isn't he?

Simplification of syntax: 3,The boy In this picture is smiling.
. .

Due to the frequent occurrence of such patterns-of simplification, it is the-
sized that an adult accommodates his question to a-child by adjusting the r sponse
copatrainta and the syntactic structure to the comprehension level of the c ild.
Based upon this hypothesis, each adult questioncan be rated along ordinal imen-

siona of response constraints ana dyritactic complexity.
ed

For the dimension of response eqnaprainta, question types are ranked in terms

of the cognitive difficulty of the,nnsier. The easiest type of 'quiation to answer
is one for which the choice is reitl,icted to yes or no, with the very 'simple apb-

categorrof negative and tag questions specifically-suggesting the appropriate .

answer. Questions which provide alternative answers from which ta choose (e.g.,
"Do you want cake or cookies?") are slightly more difficult because the answer -

depends to a greater'degree on the 8pecifhc content of the question. The third
type,of question the child learns to comprehend as he matures would consist of
wh-queStions which require a constituent'replacement (e.g., where demanding a .

location and when demanding d time adverb). Inthin typeof.question_thescue is

not'provided by entire sentence, but by the nature of the wh-word'itself.
Finally, the last category would contain open-ended elaborative questions (e.g.,
!Ay and how) which require a new clause. In essence, therefore, the scale ranges
from questions in'which the cognitive cueing is quitehigh to aentencei in which

thechild must rely on hievown intellectual processes to generate:appropriate

replies-. Greater refinement of each category, especially the differeAtiation of
questions within the conatituent-replacement category, may also be helpful.

For the syntactic Manion of questions, four bra categories are sug-
gested: simple (one or. o words), incomplete form (a required question trans -

formation missing), complete form (including question transformations), and

;, "
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(loopiest form (complete forsivith additional clan* ) or,iajor, transtbrmations
such as-negative or passive). Thus, for example, a question with ''right'

would, belong to the second category while the full-fo .tag question would

belong to the lasticategory:

In order to test.the-hyPothesir.that adult speech aptationAunctione is a
training situation for children, it is necessary to ca gorip the chid's an=
inters. The. answers of a young child can-be-scored al.O.:% two dimensions : app o.

priateness and syntactic complexity. The appropriatenee diMension Must, at least,
include categories fOr a totally inippropriate'answer* a4, ebactically appropriate
but semantice14 incorrect answer, When answer which is oth syntactically.ant
semanticslIy appropriate. Where no answer occurs, priteria can be established to .

determine ,Whether the adult question was rhetorical oi whether an answer was

expected.

The syntactic complexity of
.

the response'ould be categorized as follows:
T or no, incomplete_ sentence of two worde Or leas, incomplete sentence of"mors
than two words, complete sentence, and complex sentence ,(with more than one
clause or a major transformation such as negative or_passive).

Through the use of this Categorization scheme in an obaerwational setting
with children of various agesand abilities, it should be Tossibie to acquire
information concerning:' (I) the theoretical role of the linguistic environment
in speech deVelopment02) the types oadult accompodation which are most effec-
tiveinsprodUcing appropriate replies at the various stages of development; (3)
the types of child responses which tend to elicit particular types of adult
accoinodetion.

The implications of such knowledge for language training techniques areOf'
'special significance. A giaded progression; of ex4rciaes could be devised with.
questions of greater complexity occurring with greater frequency in the later
sessions and the-decisimn,to move into more advanced exercise dependent on an
evaluation of the child's answers: Ratings of a particular child's reaponse.per-
formance could be utilized in the dedign of an individualized questioning stile.
Especially important are the, possibilities for guiding the pirenta of language-
delayed Or mentally retarded children. By analyzing a parent-child interaction,
a therapist would not only be able to pinpoint the ch 's prob/ems, but also
-provide the parent with valuableinformation related. to 'is role as a language
trainer. The parent court be instructed in "how to tan.. and "halt.to listen" to

his child in order to encourage optimal language dek ." nt with minimal frus-
tration.

Summery'

The question-answer interchange between adult and child is seen to be crucial
for the child's linguistic and cognitive developtent. It is thron4h questions

that child learns that conversation is a two-way process-and at he Must p14.

. an active part. Before he can participate appropriately, he must understand the
function'of questions, their conceptual content* and their syntactic .structure.
It has been suggested that adults accommodate their apeech'to the child's lin
guisticand cognitive 16vel by selecting frmn a reatricted set oeasier queer
tions initially and prOgredaively increasing the frequency of more difficult
questiansas the child dhows evidence that he can handle them. The piropoaed
categorization scheme will allow for.the empirical-inveatigation'of this augges-
vtion and hypotheses concerning the theoretical role of sUch'apeech adaptation in
syntactic and intellectual development as well as provide data for the design,of
language training programs. 7

.
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